
CORRIGENDA

W. J. Cody, "Chebyshev approximations for the complete elliptic integrals K

and E," Math. Comp., v. 19, 1965, pp. 105-112.

On p. Ill, in Table III, the value of c7 corresponding to n = 8 should read

7.33561 64974 29036 5 (-03).

W. J. Cody
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois

F. Gruenberger & G. Armerding, Statistics on the First Six Million Prime

Numbers, Paper P-2460 of the RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California, 1961.

Math. Comp., v. 19, 1965, p. 504, RMT 73.

In line 4, change A = (1)220 to A = 1(1)220.
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